The following lines, with text shown in red, followed by “(*** Line added ***),” should have appeared in the ICD-9-CM Index to Disease Addenda (FY10) which was created on 06/03/2009:
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Findings, (abnormal), without diagnosis (examination) (laboratory test) 796.4
cytology specified site NEC 796.9
hemoglobin
drop 790.01
mammogram (*** Line added ***)
dense breasts 793.82
inconclusive 793.82
due to dense breasts 793.82
specified NEC 796.9
Fistula (sinus) (*** Line added ***)
brain 348.89
Fitting (of) (*** Line added ***)
device, unspecified type V53.90
abdominal V53.59
gastrointestinal NEC V53.59
intestinal V53.50
gastric lap band V53.51
gastrointestinal appliance and device NEC V53.59
intestinal appliance and or device NEC V53.50
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Restlessness 799.29
Rheumatism (*** Line added ***)
gout 274.00
Rhinolalia (aperta) (clausa) (open) 784.43

For the entry at “War operations,” below “injury due to…,” the code after the entry “bomb” should be E993.8, instead of E998.3. It is shown corrected below, with the corrected code also shown in red.
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War operations (cont)
injury due to…, but occurring after cessation of hostilities E998 bomb E993.8
The following lines shown in red, and followed by “(**Delete line***),” should be deleted from the addenda; they are duplicate to the lines that appear under the term Occlusion below these lines.

Nursemaid’s elbow 832.2
vena cava (inferior)–(superior) 453.2 (**Delete line***)
inferior 453.2 (**Delete line***)
superior (**Delete line***)
acute 453.87 (**Delete line***)
chronic 453.77 (**Delete line***)
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